SOULEYMANE BADOLO
IN NEW YORK CITY
Emily Coates
“Banichait!”

S

ouleymane Badolo is speaking to us. Mid-way through a solo he performed
at La MaMa’s Ellen Stewart Theatre this past June, Solo, as he is known
among friends, walked to the front of the stage and addressed the audience.
“Banichait!” he repeated, hands beckoning urgently for us to follow. He retreated
slowly as he spoke, drawing viewers deeper into the atmosphere he had created
through sound design, music, movement, and language. Clearly not the roar of the
Big Apple, the urban noises of sputtering motorbikes and children playing evoked
his home city of Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso. Elongated arm gestures gave way to
footwork that remained close to the ground, casual yet precise, supported by quiet,
rhythmic clicking. While Badolo projects a spectrum of qualities, glibness is not
one of them. Instead, he insists, almost admonishes, grounding his message in his
sturdy physicality—closely cut hair, square shoulders and hips, the body of a pugilist.
Still speaking, he backed up to sit on a metal chair. A flow of words in Gurunsi, his
native language, ensued. We could not understand what he was saying, but strained
to hear it all the same.
Badolo is among a small number of contemporary African dance artists currently
circulating in the United States. This year finds him in a pivotal transition. In
September 2009, he moved from Ouagadougou to Brooklyn to be with his wife of
two years, Zimbabwean dancer-choreographer Nora Chipaumire. With the move,
he redirected his career, including expanding his professional network, formerly in
Africa and Europe, to U.S. venues such as La MaMa, which with its limited resources
for international work could only have presented him because he lives nearby. On
a less tangible level, he has immersed himself in an entirely new aesthetic and cultural milieu. With the La MaMa appearance, he was at the heart of the beast: the
downtown dance world of New York City.
As Badolo spoke, a cell phone rang. Its owner answered it. “Hello?” she mumbled
from a back row. People around me gasped. All noise is perceptible in an audience
numbering around thirty. We assumed she would quickly end the call. “Hunh,” she
continued. Heads whipped wildly around in disbelief. Distracted, we waited for her
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to hang up. Badolo continued speaking. “Hunh, un hunh,” she muttered again. Her
appalling rudeness led Nicky Paraiso, a La MaMa curator, to stride halfway up the
stairs on the opposite side of the house and spit across the seats in a forceful whisper,
“Put that phone away!” We heard nothing more from her after that.
Unfazed, Badolo pressed on. He was performing in the La MaMa Moves! Dance
Festival, on a program spotlighting contemporary Italian choreographers. Given
that he is West African and not Italian, his presence was bewildering in a lineup
that also included gold-flecked costuming, flour and water dusted over bodies, and
nudity—spectacle reminiscent of the renowned Italian director Romeo Castellucci,
but lacking his skill and depth. Hastily translated, Badolo’s bio added to the alterreality of his appearance, relaying, “In 1993, she founded the company Kongo Ba
Teria . . .” and “In 1997, she gained international success as a dancer in performances
of Fignito by Cie Salia ni Seydou.” Clearly, the translator had difficulty identifying
the gender of “Souleymane.”
Among other things, the mistranslations and lapses in attention that occurred at La
MaMa reflect the downtown dance community’s grappling with a new presence.
Disorientation can occur on both sides. What is lost for an artist in the familiarity
of his home country is gained in fresh ideas and opportunities and the potential
for greater visibility. Still getting to know the community he has entered, however,
the artist may face the unexpected challenge of framing his ideas for new venues
and audiences. The audience, in turn—good willing, and yet struggling to fill in
meaning where literacy is lacking—may not yet be totally in tune with what is
being said. Because we rarely see contemporary African dance in New York, we do
not know all of the cultural and aesthetic histories that inform the work of artists
like Souleymane. While he points to references that are for him deeply personal—
urban Burkinabe life, his endangered Gurunsi language, the story of his birth—we
fill in received knowledge, often absorbed through sensationalized media reports
and commercial images of Africa that omit the details and traditions of daily life,
which vary enormously country by country, region by region, ethnic group by ethnic
group. Such details, synthesized and elevated to an aesthetic level, are the content
of contemporary art. Cathy Zimmerman, a founder of MAPP International’s African Contemporary Arts Consortium (ACAC), which supports the work of African
artists, described the learning curve: “We as a country know little about Africa; we
hold these primitive notions of what we think Africans are. You cannot maintain
an idea of Africa as only a war-torn, poverty-stricken, dislocated culture, when you
see the work of contemporary African artists.”
Increasing understanding is, of course, the reason why we absolutely need to see
more contemporary African dance. But while undeniably beneficial, the process of
expanding a community’s cultural literacy can place intense pressure on the artist who
bravely opts to transplant himself into a foreign milieu. The artist’s voice inevitably
evolves, as he determines in what way and from which position to speak, even as
he is cut off from the place he is speaking about. Does he continue speaking about
Burkina Faso from the perspective of someone living within the country, or com40
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ment on his culture, or perhaps foreign perceptions of his culture, observed from
a distance? Does he speak as Badolo from Burkina Faso? Or Badolo from Burkina
Faso living in New York City?
Raised by the fact of displacement, these questions affect the work. At times, the art
absorbs a sense of dislocation almost unconsciously. Although many artists, including Badolo, will say that considerations of audience do not affect their process, his
“Banichait” piece suggested to me a multiplicity of messages, aimed at a multiplicity of viewers. Badolo’s creations tend to convey moral principles. In the program
notes, he articulated his more universal message: “This solo intends to express that
dance is essentially human.” From there, the message split in terms of direction.
In juxtaposing traditional African dance movements with khaki pants and a collared shirt, and using Ouagadougou street noise to stand in for all of urban Africa,
he explained to me later that he wanted to comment on the dangers of replacing
local traditions with Western culture that he sees occurring in African metropolises.
His warning seemed particularly aimed at fellow Africans. Later, he urged us with
“Banichait!” which, according to the program, means “come and dance.” Directed
as it was at a New York audience, his command implicitly read as a cross-cultural
critique of the sedentary nature of American versus African daily life. For those in
the house who missed the nuanced commentary on African modernity, the message
was essentially: “For god’s sake America, get off your butts and move!” Signs and
signifiers flying, multi-targeted and bravely displaced, Souleymane is speaking to us,
and we are straining to understand.
Stunning dancing tends to transcend the limitations of literacy. However distracted
the La MaMa audience had become, we quickly refocused on Badolo’s performance.
His magnetic appeal comes from an introspective virtuosity, which dance critic Deborah Jowitt has described as “thoughtful; as if dancing were a private examination of
experience.” It also stems from total commitment to his artistic mission. Badolo is
concerned with preserving the culture of the Gurunsi people of West Africa, from
whom he descends.
Historically occupying southwestern Burkina Faso and the northern border of Ghana,
the Gurunsi number among Burkina’s sixty-three ethnic groups. Known for their
fighting spirit, the Gurunsi resisted takeover by both dominant tribes and later the
French. Despite their strength, they were invaded throughout their pre-colonial
history, most notably by the Mossi, who raided their villages and sold them into
the Atlantic slave trade. Practitioners of an animist religion, Gurunsi are said to
possess supernatural powers and have been recognized for their architecture, whose
clean lines purportedly influenced the Swiss architect, Le Corbusier.1 Although he
was born in Ouagadougou, Badolo and his family maintain a strong connection to
Gurunsi customs and their native village of Kya.
Few books are available on Gurunsi history, and there is little information documenting the cultural impact of Gurunsi rural-to-urban migration over the past century.
Of course, history is not only preserved in print, as a dancer well knows, but also
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in bodies. Badolo is living testimony that Gurunsi rituals, dances, and narratives
have survived time and migration in some form, but they are not immune to transformation. For Badolo, the threat is from without and within: the introduction of
capitalistic economies and westernization of African life, and subsequent abandonment of traditional African ways. While there are a small number of internationally
recognized contemporary artists in the visual arts and music, Badolo knows of no
other Gurunsi in dance. “We are all,” he tells me of these artists, “fighting to preserve
Gurunsi culture and traditions.”
When one considers the disproportionate numbers in his endeavor––advocating for
the specific localness of a culture practiced by approximately 750,000 Burkinabe,
on an international stage before a multi-cultural audience (or, alternatively, before
thirty people at La MaMa)––his mission is even more poignant. It is his devotion
to this cause that gives his dancing its almost otherworldly force. In intertwining
local tradition with contemporary issues, Souleymane’s work lies at the intersection
of two major and interrelated strands of African dance history: First, his choreography alludes to forms of traditional West African dance, granting that this is an
overly broad term to describe what is ultimately highly specific to region and ethnic
group. Second, he is identified with a collection of artists recognized as practitioners
of contemporary African dance.
The traditional West African dance component of his choreography is visible in his
movement––the strong rhythmic underpinning, supple and articulate upper body,
and firm relationship to the ground––and in his words. In a recent catalogue in
which his comments appeared, accompanying a performance he gave at St. Mark’s
Church in February, he explained his goal “as an artist is to make my tradition and
culture known, and better understood against possible prejudice. As a contemporary artist, I want to evolve in a way that both advances tradition and custom and
offers another view on them.”2 “Tradition” here encompasses both preservation and
reinvention. In Badolo’s work, movement is the ultimate site of transformation. By
cobbling together fragments of traditional dances and then improvising upon the
phrases, something new happens. In this hazy realm between movement form and
improvisation, Badolo’s artistic voice rings clear.
His St. Mark’s solo was commissioned by the artist Ralph Lemon for his “PLATFORM
2010: i get lost.” Initiated by Dancespace director Judy Hussie-Taylor, Platforms
give artists the opportunity to serve as curators. Reflecting his own extensive body of
work in interculturalism, Lemon selected for his an international cast that included
American, European, Cuban, and Venezuelan-born artists. For Badolo, Lemon’s
Platform was a prestigious and smoother appearance: He had an attentive audience,
a properly gendered bio, and more diverse colleagues. He also gained visibility; The
New York Times and Village Voice reviewed his work favorably.
Titled Yaado, the solo represented his own life journey. A name given to him by his
mother, “yaado” means cemetery in Gurunsi and was intended to ward off the fate
of her other children, twelve out of fifteen of whom died young. The piece began
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with Badolo’s narrating his family background in French and Gurunsi. He wore
a white cloth swaddled around his waist, and a tunic in the same material, which
he later shed to dance bare-chested. In contrast to the urban setting of Banichait,
the solo evoked a village, in a time period that did not seem modern. For the next
two-thirds of the dance, he embodied his mother, who died several years earlier. In
one of the most gripping sections, his movement represented his mother’s birthing
contractions––an erratic motion of the ribcage, precise convulsing driven from the
abdominal muscles, as he passed slowly along the perimeter of the stage. His actions
resembled the jerkiness of a baby bird pleading for food. At the end of the solo, he
broke into explosive jumps. This represented his birth, and it was the moment he
became himself.
Yaado progressed schematically in fits and starts. The more satisfying movement
sections were interspersed with the speaking, a short scene of religious ritual, and
the participation of two musicians. Dancing-wise, Badolo tended to get going and
then abort; his energy never reached its maximum potential, and the viewer was
always left feeling bereft of the pleasure of his dancing until the very end. Like most
elements of his choreography, this structure had for him a symbolic value. He had
carefully planned the fragmented schema, he told me later when I asked, to mirror
a life journey, which is always cut short, ended abruptly, or redirected. Like the life
of his mother, he said, which ended too soon. As Ralph Lemon later commented,
few American artists are making work in memorial to their mothers. “The piece was
unembarassingly about that, and powerful because of that. It had meaning, which
is unusual,” he noted, referring to the work most often seen in New York.
Forever in the wake of the American postmodernists, New York audiences of downtown dance search for meaning in abstraction, not symbolism. That I would not
have known the full depth of Souleymane’s thinking until I asked him struck me as a
fundamental challenge of expressing ideas in movement in a foreign cultural context,
to a cosmopolitan crowd. Cultural comparisons can be illuminating. The catalogue for
Lemon’s Platform fleshes out his theme of getting lost––through trance, possession,
alternative mental and physical states, even cultural displacement––by including the
artists’ thoughts on the subject. While Badolo repeatedly connects his art to Gurunsi
history, the other Platform artists describe states of energy, inner thoughts, “formless
metaphysical flow” and “erotic desires.”3 They offer mini-manifestos on creativity
and self-exploration through embodied practice that essentially float, unmoored in
space and time. Only one other artist, Djédjé Djédjé Gervais, exhibits his historical
knowledge. Like Badolo, he is West African. The difference in consciousnesses is
striking. While Badolo anchors his choreography in place and time, his fellow artists
have other things on their minds.
Badolo talks about his history because historically, his has been under threat. For two
centuries, through his lifetime, the cultural history of West Africa has been invaded,
ignored, misinterpreted, and at times erased. The French government claimed the
land that is Burkina Faso in the late nineteenth century and renamed it Upper Volta,
then proceeded to parcel it up in different ways over the next seventy years. The
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country gained its independence from the French in 1960, yet retained its colonial
name until 1984 when a much-admired leader, Thomas Sankara, changed it to
Burkina Faso, meaning “land of the upright and courageous people.” In the 1980s,
when Badolo was a teenager, the country experienced a string of political upheavals,
including the 1987 coup d’état that resulted in Sankara’s death. Now stabilized, the
government, a republic that holds democratic elections, has been led by the same
ruler, Blaise Compaoré, for the past twenty-three years. Every guidebook, Website,
article, and book will mention that Burkina Faso is one of the poorest countries in
the world.
Few American and European artists operate with Souleymane’s sense of cultural
endangerment. Defined as the “action of transmitting . . . or fact of being handed
down, from one to another, or from generation to generation,” various traditions
inevitably run through work created in the U.S. and Europe. But the words “tradition,” “custom,” and even “culture” rarely enter our discourse. Nor does our work
tend to be place-based. (I, for instance, was born in Cleveland, Ohio, but I’m not
making art about it!) The work I see most often takes for granted the legacy of ideas
we have inherited, neglecting to recognize historical practices and aesthetics, even
when the work is indebted to them. The omission is related to the impression that
our artistic legacies are like the air we breathe, seemingly existing in perpetuity. It is
as if the relative stability in which we exist has led to a kind of complacency, given us
the luxury of mining ourselves, rather than our communities for our art. This lack of
urgency, of not having something at stake outside of one’s self, leads to the curiously
ahistorical nature of many artists’ statements. Instead of historical awareness, artists
talk about discovering the “new,” which seemingly pops up out of nowhere.
In her introduction to the Platform catalogue, Judy Hussie-Taylor identifies two sets
of aesthetics at work in “i get lost”: Western European and West African. While the
other artists are from “multiple continents,” she subsumes their art under Western
European art historical narratives and practices. (I would also add the influence of
American postmodern dance, which was particularly visible in the work of Judith
Sánchez Ruíz, the Cuban-born artist who shared Badolo’s program, and a former
dancer with Trisha Brown.) In Hussie-Taylor’s formulation, Badolo clearly holds
down the West African lineage. Her distinction unwittingly hits on a major drift in
contemporary art toward European and American aesthetics, one that amounts to
a very real and continued cultural imperialism, with one noteworthy reversal. The
timelessness formerly projected onto the non-Western “other”––the absurd colonialist notion that Africans and their art somehow live outside of time––has been
reconstituted in the European aesthetic as the position from which its artists now
speak. The West African artist, in contrast, wielding his historical consciousness, is
the one with the firmest foothold in place and time.
All cultures are ultimately mixed, and neither African nor European aesthetics are
impervious to the others’ influence. No less than Germaine Acogny, credited as the
matriarch of contemporary Senegalese dance, espoused training that synthesized not
only seemingly opposed traditional African dance forms––the dances of the Sahel with
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the dances of the forest––but also ballet, European modern dance, “Afroamerican”
dance, and Indian classical dance.4 Her melting pot approach derived in part from
her exposure in the mid–1970s to Alvin Ailey’s multicultural vision for dance, an
approach to Négritude that in essence counteracted oppression through incorporation, turning the oppressor’s aesthetic into a weapon of articulation. Many of the
most successful African artists working today have studied abroad in Europe, though
fewer in the U.S., which explains why many observe the dominant influence of
European art on contemporary African dance movement vocabulary, structure, and
production values, including in the work of Souleymane. European venues, in France
and elsewhere, support and present the work of many artists never seen in the U.S.
who may have had little to no exposure of American aesthetics but find inspiration
in European forms. For African artists, finding a voice is particularly complex when
the aesthetic that tends to be rewarded––winning pan-African competitions, the
support of European governments and international touring––bears the remnants
of their former colonists.
The first major and only survey of contemporary African choreographers is the documentary Movement (R)evolution Africa: a story of an art form in four acts, directed
and produced in 2007 by University of Florida professor Joan Frosch. The film
gathers artists from Zimbabwe, Burkina Faso, South Africa, Cape Verde, and Cote
d’Ivoire, among other countries. Souleymane is featured in the film with his company,
Kongo Ba Téria, which he co-founded with Lacina Coulibaly. Based on the artists’
testimonies and choreography, contemporary African dance is a catch-all term for a
spectrum of concerns and approaches, ranging from Germaine Acogny’s insistence
on innovation rooted in traditional forms, to Congolese artist Faustin Linyekula’s
concept-driven theatrical spectacles. Although most of the artists are too young to
have lived under colonized Africa, the sense that they are operating in its aftermath
pervades the film. Movement (R)evolution captures the artists’ efforts to forge new
narratives and a new African identity outside of those they have inherited.
The artists in the film describe in different ways the complexities of the position
from which they speak. When Badolo explains in the film that the stories he creates “respond to the social problems of my country, and of my nation, and of my
continent,” we sense the burden and magnitude of responsibility a contemporary
African artist feels, in whom and what he is representing. A subsequent comment
by artist Faustin Linyekula narrows the scope: “I’m here. I only speak for me. I’m
not speaking the name of Africa or in the name of Congo, and yet I care about
Africa, I care about Congo. How do I find a bridge between the two? So perhaps
my only true country is my body.” This is where the film ends, with an argument for
personal experience in all of its diversity, contradictions, and synthesis as refracted
through dance––a position from which to speak that absolutely no one can take
away. Souleymane later told me that he has no influences, and living in New York
has not changed his work, which follows as a natural evolution out of his career as
a dancer, and speaks of his life.
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Toward the second half of Movement (R)evolution, in section “III. Points of Contact,”
the camera focuses on two dancers hurtling toward, rolling over, supporting, and
cradling each other. They cannot seem to stop creating a duet, which they eventually perform. Revealing the personal tie and artistic collaboration that brought him
to New York, the dance is Badolo’s first encounter with his wife, Nora Chipaumire.
Badolo’s other prominent appearance last spring was in Chipaumire’s production
lions will roar, swans will fly, angels will wrestle heaven, rains will break: gukurahundi,
which I saw at Long Island University’s Brooklyn campus. A collaboration with
the esteemed Zimbabwean musician Thomas Mapfumo, lions will roar took aim at
commercialized, clichéd notions of Africa by counteracting it with a self-fashioned
identity, something closer to the truth. The piece bore Chipaumire’s hard-won perspective of a twenty-years plus expatriate, speaking about her country from afar.
Chipaumire presents a kaleidoscope of energies onstage. She stared down the audience, sometimes baring her teeth in the heat of motion, or standing confrontationally,
her brow knitted. In other moments, she laughed congenially, as if sharing a joke
with someone in the front row. She was seductive and slinky, not in any delicate
kind of way, but with a muscled, throbbing sensuality. She repeatedly directed her
gaze outward; every gesture, move, and position fixed on the viewer. With so many
turbulent contradictions roiling in the same sea of a person––heart and generosity,
aggression and anger, male and female––she reminded me of an anti-version of
Milton’s Lucifer in Paradise Lost, possessing all of his warring complexity though
operating on the opposite side as a force for good.
Souleymane may be the only performer who can complement Chipaumire’s tangled
charisma on stage. He did so by counterbalancing her approach: Rarely looking at the
audience, he danced unadorned with anything other than his characteristic inward
focus. In one segment, he entered in a red skirt worn previously by Chipaumire.
Bare-chested, he tossed himself to the floor inside a square of white light, and he
began a dance that was utterly astonishing. He flipped himself backward, landing on
his back on the floor, then rolled or squirmed back up again. He paused sitting, legs
bent and open, hands gesturing slowly, focused, and then again up moving around the
tight enclosure, then tossed himself backward, down to the floor again with fluidity
and daring. If I am to read this solo symbolically, encased as it was in boundaries
of white light and framed by Chipaumire’s program notes, it represented resistance
in the face of containment, a people who have been metaphorically enslaved, for
whom life exceeds the oppression. In the program, Chipaumire includes a quotation
from Rumi, intended to add to our understanding:
Dance
Dance
Dance
Dance
Dance

when you’re broken open.
if you’ve torn the bandage off.
in the middle of fighting.
in your blood.
when you’re perfectly free.
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Never before have I seen the kind of physical and spiritual fearlessness I saw in
Badolo’s dance that evening.
While the circulation of African artists in the U.S. is undeniably increasing in the
twenty-first century, it is not a new phenomenon. As early as 1929, the first African
artist to circulate prominently was Asadata Dafora of Sierra Leone. Concerned with
educating Americans about African culture, Dafora created a company of American
and African dancers, produced large-scale productions in New York City, and toured
the U.S. on and off with his troupe over the next thirty years.5
Cultural fusions occurred then as well: In his earlier travels, Dafora had studied
music and opera in Europe, and dances and ritual practices throughout West
Africa. He combined these influences to rework West African dances and narratives
into a concert dance framework. His first major production––Kykunkor, created in
1934––ended up on Broadway. In Modern Dance, Negro Dance: Race in Motion,
Susan Manning has noted a division in the critical response to this fusion along racial
lines. While critics in the black press lauded Dafora’s representation of black history
and identity, white critics found the production “perversely flawed yet for this reason
compelling.”6 Critic John Martin praised him backhandedly for the fusion, finding
the work’s strength in his elevation of the purportedly “natural,” “primitive” forms
with the more “conscious” processes of European theatre arts.7 Despite this difference of opinion, so clearly informed by the racist climate of the 1930s, Dafora was
uniformly valued for offering New York audiences a kind of primer on “authentic”
African dance and culture. Manning locates Dafora’s influence in providing a first
step toward transforming the possibilities for black self-representation in concert
dance––a transformation far too slow to progress in the decades that followed.
In transporting himself to the U.S., Souleymane cannot help but be viewed in
the context of American history’s relationship to race, just as Dafora was. Arguably, we live in a very different cultural climate than the decades in which Dafora
circulated, yet the country is far from the post-race utopia predicted on the heels
of Barack Obama’s presidency. Cultural influence––measuring it, not to mention
actually having it––is much trickier today given how dramatically the arts landscape
has changed. Not least of an issue, there are simply many more artists and venues
in New York; the sheer excess of voices makes it more difficult to be heard. Still,
Dafora’s story reminds us that in the 1930s, an African artist helped to force change
on dance audiences and American culture. There is an as-yet unrealized and impossible to predict portending change caused by the increasing visibility of Souleymane
and other contemporary African artists that has to do with our current historical
moment, post-Obama election, pre-whatever new phase of race relations we seem
primed to enter into in a world in which global interconnectivity renders our old
aesthetic forms and ways of seeing moot.
Various American organizations are working to ensure that American audiences will
see more contemporary African artists in the years to come. Established in 2004,
MAPP’s African Contemporary Arts Consortium seeks to build an intercontinental
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network of partnerships between African and U.S. artists, venues, and universities,
with the core mission to support and promote the work of African artists. Other
efforts include the two-year old Sundance East Africa Theatre Lab, and the National
Dance Project’s touring program recent decision to support one ACAC artist every
granting round.
I met the spirit of Souleymane’s movement before I met him in person, in a movement workshop at Brown University, when I was assigned to improvise with Lacina
Coulibaly, Badolo’s closest Burkinabe collaborator and co-founder of his company
Kongo Ba Téria. When I went to join Lasso, as he is known, he was sitting on the
ground bending forward. He told me later that he had been picturing Badolo leaning on him in exactly the same way that I placed my weight on him. Writing about
Badolo now, I am struck again by the details of that meeting, the inexplicable way
that I tuned into and entered Lasso’s imaginary space, so powerfully filled with his
close friend’s presence, and how in so doing I filled in for the absence of Badolo
whom Lasso clearly missed. Unknowingly entering Lasso’s world through Badoloin-motion, I would eventually become another kind of close collaborator; Lasso
and I have been choreographing together for over two years now. Badolo had not
heard this story until I relayed it over coffee in Brooklyn this past winter. “C’était
comme si je te remplaçais,” I told him, struggling for words to explain his part in
our meeting. Badolo’s English is slowly improving; we primarily speak in French.
He leaned back in his seat, took in this mystery, and replied that this was a very
beautiful story. There is otherworldly symbolism one can encounter in everyday life,
if one pays attention.
My respect for my African colleagues runs deep, for I see in their art meaning that
comes from life that seems to me to be experienced in profound dimensions, through
cosmic signifiers and symbolic markings on real world events, signs we seem to have
long ago lost the ability to read.
Ralph Lemon sees Badolo’s contribution in terms of energy: “The space was so
charged, the powers were going off. Lights were flickering. At one point I was crying.
What he was generating in his research was very powerful,” he observed of Badolo’s
performance. “And yet I left with the feeling that I had encountered a profound
foreign language that I will never know. This pleases me a great deal.” From an
American artist who has researched and collaborated with many West African dancers over his career, a statement about the limits of literacy. Immediately understood,
and yet not—this is the paradox of watching Souleymane Badolo dancing in New
York City.
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